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Abstract 
 
Presented here in this thesis is the project work performed for the Master of Science 
degree in Space Engineering from Luleå University of technology, Sweden. This project 
work was conducted at the Arecibo Observatory in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, where I, during 
6 months, designed and built a Potassium (K) -vapor Faraday filter to make daytime lidar 
observations of the mesopause region (80-105 km altitude) in the atmosphere a reality. 
The K Doppler-resonance lidar at the Arecibo Observatory is used to probe the 
temperature structure of the mesopause region. The climatology of this region is of vital 
importance in the understanding of earth’s climate system. The effects of global change 
are expected to be reflected strongly in the mesopause region, where tropospheric global 
warming will cause substantial cooling. This thesis will talk more about the background 
for making lidar observations of the mesopause region and the need for extending this 
observation to, not just nighttime, but also to daytime by making a filter that blocks 
broadband background skylight and only lets the ultra-narrow band signal pass. The 
thesis will present and explain the physical effects applied in the filter, such as anomalous 
dispersion and absorption at resonance frequency, the Zeeman effect and Faraday 
rotation. The filter characteristics will be given and the function of the filter will be 
explained. A computer program to determine the filter parameters (magnetic field 
strength, operating temperature and K-vapor cell length) is explained briefly and attached 
as an appendix, and the design and integration of the filter will be shown. The design and 
construction is based on a magnetic field strength of 1.3 kG, a temperature of 114˚C and 
a K-vapor cell length of 40 mm, which will give a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 
5 pm for the filter. This is wide enough for a 99% transmission (for already polarized 
incident light and without reflection in the optical surfaces in the filter) of the three 
frequencies used in the observations. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
The mesopause region of the atmosphere is a 25 km thick layer at an altitude from 80 to 105 
km and is the boundary between the ionosphere and the neutral Atmosphere. This region has 
many properties that make it both interesting and difficult to study [1]. 
 
At and below this region, molecules, 
neutrals and neutral-ion chemistry are 
predominant and the atmospheric density is 
such that turbulence still occurs. Above, 
there is no turbulence and the atoms and 
atomic ions drift almost freely only driven 
by daily heating and cooling cycles and 
perturbed by braking gravity waves. The 
mesopause is the coldest region of the 
atmosphere with temperature minima in the 
range of 170–200 K (see Figure 1.1), and 
also the region where meteors deposit much 
of their material as they “burn up” when 
entering the atmosphere, creating metallic 
layers (the E-layer). The temperature here is 
colder in the summer than in the winter. It 
has been observed that this temperature 
difference is bigger at high latitudes and 
smaller at low latitudes and should become 
practically zero at the equator. 
 

Figure 1.1. Temperature profile of the 
atmosphere. [2] 

 
 
The climatology of the mesopause region is of vital importance in the understanding of the 
climate system of the earth. The effects of global change are expected to be reflected strongly 
in the mesopause region, where tropospheric global warming will cause significant cooling. 
There are different ways to study the mesopause. One is by optical observations of airglow 
emission from OH, O2 and O. This gives some information of the chemistry and the winds but 
uncertain and incomplete altitude coverage. Another way is by Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) 
studies of the region, but mostly at daytime hours when the electron density is higher. At 
night ISR will only see the narrow sporadic E layers or descending tidal ions. Satellites are 
only good for higher altitude and cannot dip down that low in their orbit to do in-situ 
measurements. Of course, rockets can make in-situ measurements, but only occasional spot 
observations and at great expense. 
 
The best and easiest way to study the mesopause region is by utilizing lidars. The existence of 
the metallic layer (see Figure 1.2) makes it possible to study this region since metal atoms 
have resonance fluorescence lines in the near-infrared, visible and ultraviolet, and these can 
be excited by lasers. A laser pulse is sent into the sky. The frequency of this laser light is very 
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close to the well-isolated transition frequency of an electron in the ground state in a metal 
atom. As the laser pulse hits the 
atom, the electron is excited to 
a higher energy state. When the 
electron drops back to the 
ground state a photon will be 
emitted. This fluorescence is 
detected by a lidar receiver 
system consisting of a 
telescope, narrow-band spectral 
filter and a sensitive detector. 
Lidars to monitor the climate of 
the mesopause region have 
been active for about 10 years 
at mid-latitudes at Fort Collins, 
Colorado (40°N) and in 
Kühlungsborn, Germany 
(54°N).  

Figure 1.2. Metallic layer in the mesopause  
(typical atomic sodium density profile)[1] 

 
 
The lidar project at the Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico (18°N), consists of a Potassium 
Doppler Resonance Lidar, a Multi-Metal Resonance Lidar and a Doppler-Rayleigh Lidar [3]. 
The Doppler Resonance Lidar (described below) is used for long-term seasonal studies of the 
climatology of the mesopause, to study the dynamics and chemistry of the neutral atomic 
layer enhancements, ALEs, or sporadic E layers, and short-term (one or two successive 
nights) studies of the gravity wave spectrum, wave-breaking and tidal motions. The Multi-
Metal Resonance Lidar uses a pulsed dye laser pumped by a Nd:YAG laser and can reach 
wavelengths for Na, Fe, Ca, Ca+ and O3. It is used for meteor composition studies and, used 
together with the K Doppler Resonance Lidar, simultaneous observations of K and one other 
metal can be done. Also, by switching between wavelengths, near-simultaneous observations 
of a metal (Ca) and its ion (Ca+) can be done. The Doppler-Rayleigh Lidar is used to study 
stratospheric and mesospheric (30-80 km) climatology, waves and tides. 
 
The K Doppler-Resonance Lidar at the Arecibo Observatory has been operational since May 
2001 and the transmitter consists of a pulsed Alexandrite Ring Laser injection seeded by an 
external cavity Diode Laser [4]. The pulse length is about 200 ns with energies between 2.5 
and 3.5 W and the pulse repetition frequency is around 28 Hz. The Alexandrite laser is 
unstable by itself and may amplify 3 or more resonant modes in the cavity, so the highly 
stable low-power seed laser, locked to the central cross-over feature of the Doppler-free 
spectrum from the KD1 spectral line (7701.093 Å)(Figure 1.3), is used to select the correct 
mode to be amplified in the more powerful Alexandrite laser. This results in a transmitted 
laser linewidth of less than 20 MHz (under 0.04 pm), over 50 times narrower than the 
thermally broadened spectral line. This is narrow enough to measure, not only the density, but 
also the temperature in the mesopause. To be able to record the mesospheric K spectrum, the 
seed laser output is modulated in twin-dual-pass Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOMs). 
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Each AOM is responsible for a frequency shift so 3 frequencies, one central and two at each 
edge of the spectrum across the K spectrum are transmitted to the sky (see Figure 1.3). For 
temperature measurements the laser is alternately tuned to the peak of the K spectrum and to a 
point on one edge of the spectrum. The edge-to-peak ratio decreases (the spectrum becomes 
wider) with increasing temperature 
(Doppler broadening). In the near 
future this program will be able to 
do line-of-sight wind 
measurements, but this needs a 
linewidth of 1 MHz or less. The 
laser is then tuned alternately 
between the two edge points, 
symmetrically positioned about the 
center of the spectrum by the 
AOMs. Placed correctly, the ratio 
of these points is close to zero for 
zero wind for a wide range of 
temperatures. Wind will cause a 
Doppler-shift in the spectrum and 
upset this balance. 

Figure 1.3. Laser lock point (-180 MHz) and present 
AOM shifts (vertical dotted line). For the daytime 
operation the +and- AOM shifts used are the vertical 
broken lines at +498 MHz and –421 MHz respectively. 
Notice the temperature independence at these points. 
[5] 

 
The receiver system consists of an 800 mm diameter Cassegrain telescope coupled into a 1.5 
mm diameter optical fiber (Figure 1.4). The received light beam traverses the fiber into the 
laboratory and is filtered through 
a 1nm wide dielectric filter and 
then fed into a Photo Multiplier 
Tube (PMT). The PMT 
transforms the analog signal into 
an electronic signal and sends 
that signal to 3 Multi-Channel 
Scalers (MCSs). These MCSs are 
triggered in coordination with the 
AOMs so that each MCS 
corresponds to a frequency. This 
means that, at any given range 
bin on one of the MCSs, the 
signal corresponds to the strength 
of the K spectrum at that 
frequency and altitude. 
 
 
 

Figure 1.4 Arecibo observatory lidar receiver setup. 
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There are a number of steps left before the Arecibo Lidar program can do all that is required. 
One is the wind measurement mentioned but more important the capability of making daytime 
lidar measurements. The thermal structure of the mesopause region is the result of thermal 
balance between solar heating, chemical reaction, and dynamical forcing throughout the 
atmosphere. This means that it is affected by atmospheric solar tides that give diurnal (24 
hour) and semi-diurnal (12 hour) components. To study the thermal structure, diurnal/semi-
diurnal tides, and seasonal variations in the mesopause region, continuous observations 
covering the whole diurnal cycle is required. It has been shown [6] that the differences in the 
features between diurnal and nighttime mean temperature profiles, mesopause temperatures 
and altitudes are significant and are due to the effects of the diurnal tides and cannot be 
studied by nighttime data only.  
 
The capability of making daytime measurements of the mesopause requires an ultra-narrow 
band spectral filter blocking out the solar background light. The first to show that a circular 
birefringent, dichroic medium between two crossed polarizers could be used to considerably 
block out skylight background was Yngve Öhman at the Stockholm Observatory in 1956 [7]. 
A temperature controlled metal-vapor cell, placed in an axial, constant and uniform magnetic 
field, between two crossed polarizers can be used as such a filter [8], [9]. 
 
Chapter 2 will cover the theory of this filter, such as anomalous dispersion and absorption at 
resonance frequency, the Zeeman effect, Faraday rotation and Chapter 3 the transmission of 
light through the filter. Chapter 4 will talk about the design construction and integration of the 
filter and chapter 5 contains the conclusion and discussion. 
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Chapter 2. Physical Effects of the Filter 
 

2.1 Dispersion 
 

The speed of light in a material or substance, and its variation with the wavelength (λ) of the 
light or radiation passing through this material or substance, are the concerns in the subject of 
dispersion. A change in the index of refraction (n) will cause a corresponding change of the 
speed of light since the speed is c/n, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. There are four 
important facts for the curves of normal dispersion [101]: 

1. the index of refraction 
increases as wavelength 
decreases (or frequency 
increases), i.e. violet light is 
more deviated than red, 

2. the rate of increase becomes 
greater at shorter 
wavelengths or higher 
frequency, i.e. dispersion 

increases with decreasing λ, 
3. for different substances the 

curve at a given wavelength 
is usually steeper the larger 
the n is, 

4. the curve for one substance 
cannot in general be obtained 
by a mere change in the scale 
of the coordinates. 

Figure 2.1. Example of dispersion curves for 
different mediums.[102] 

 

2.1.1 Normal dispersion 
 
The normal dispersion curve can be represented by the Cauchy equation: 
 

42 λλ

CB
An ++=     (2.1) 

 
A, B and C are constants characteristic of any one substance. The equation is sufficiently 
accurate for some purposes if the last term is omitted. The slope of the dispersion curve is 
then given by: 
 

3

2

λλ

B

d

dn
−=      (2.2) 
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which is the increase of n towards smaller λ, or simply the dispersion for the material or 
substance. 
 

2.1.2 Anomalous dispersion 
 
As the curve crosses an absorption band it comes across a large discontinuity in the dispersion 
curve (Figure 2.2). This discontinuity gives rise to a phenomenon known as anomalous 
dispersion [83]. It is anomalous because the longer wavelengths are more refracted than the 
shorter ones and has a higher value of n. Every substance have absorption bands at some 
wavelength and for K-vapor, selective absorption occurs in the neighborhood of its 

red/infrared D lines, around λ=770 nm. Due to that the substance will not transmit radiation of 
this wavelength in the absorption band, n cannot normally be measured here for K. 
 
The Cauchy equation fails completely in the region of anomalous dispersion (Figure 2.2). By 
postulating a mechanism by which the medium could affect the velocity of the light wave, 
Sellmeier derived a formula of more general applicability. A medium contains particles bound 
by elastic forces, which, in absence of a periodic force, vibrates with a definitive frequency, 

νo, known as the natural frequency. When light waves passes through the medium it exerts a 
periodic force on the particles and causes them to vibrate. These vibrations though will be 

forced vibrations of relatively small amplitude and of frequency ν if the frequency of the light 

wave ν does not match νo. As ν approaches νo there will be a greater response of the particles 

and peak in very large amplitude, due to resonance between the two vibrations, when ν equals 

νo exactly. The vibrations will then in their turn alter the velocity of the light wave. The 
Sellmeier equation is defined as follows: 
 

22

2
2 1

o

oA
n

λλ

λ

−
+=     (2.3) 

 

where λo is related to the natural frequency as νoλo = c. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2.2. Dispersion curve for a medium around an absorption band.[103] 
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In the case of a possible existence of more than one natural frequency: 
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Ai is proportional to the number of oscillators capable of vibrating with these frequencies. 
Sellmeier’s equation is a big improvement over Cauchy’s but it fails to correctly determine n 
at the wavelengths where the medium has pronounced absorption, since n goes to infinity on 

either side of λi ( ∞−  on one side and ∞+  on the other). Sellmeier did not take into account, 
what Helmholtz later did, that the oscillator continuously absorbs energy from the wave 
because of the frictional resistance the oscillator experiences to its vibrations. Helmholtz 
assumed that the frictional force was directly proportional to the velocity of the oscillator and 
derived the following equations based on his mechanical theory [104]: 
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Here κo (=αλ/4π) and gi are a measure of the strength of the frictional damping force. α is the 

absorption coefficient and λ is the vacuum wavelength. κo and gi are both actually zero in 
regions far away from an absorption band and (eq. 2.5) simplifies to Sellmeier’s equation. 
This equation by Helmholtz holds for every wavelength, also for those within an absorption 
band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.3. The dispersion curve inside an absorption band  
(broken curve) [11]. 
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The electromagnetic wave, incident on an atom or molecule, sets the bound charges to vibrate, 
due to the periodic electric force of the wave. The frequency of this vibration is, as mentioned 
above, the same as the frequency of the wave. The phase of this vibration, relative to that of 
the electric force, depends on the difference between the impressed frequency and the natural 
frequency of the bound charges and will vary with this difference. Between the molecules in a 
material or substance there is vacuum and the wave traverses this empty space with the 
velocity c. As the wave interacts with the particles in the substance, the induced vibrations 
will generate secondary waves. These secondary waves will combine and add to the primary 
wave according to the principle of superposition. This interference will modify the phase of 
the primary wave and thus change its velocity, and a change in the velocity will change the 
refractive index. 
 
The refractive index can also be expressed in terms of the dielectricity tensor, ε, of the 
medium 
 

ε=n      (2.7) 

 
where 
 

χε += 1      (2.8) 

 
and χ is the polarisability tensor and is derived in chapter 3. 
 

2.2 Zeeman Effect 
 
When an external magnetic field is applied, the basic energy levels of an atom will split into 
several hyperfine sublevels due to the interaction of the proton dipole moment with the spin 
and orbital dipole moment of the electron. In the presence of an external magnetic field the 
different quantum states of the atom will have different energies because they have their 
magnetic dipoles oriented differently in the applied external field. This energy splitting is 
called the Zeeman splitting or the Zeeman effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2.4. The basic, fine and hyperfine energy levels of the K-atom. [6] 
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The small splitting of the spectral line (D → D1 + D2) is ascribed to the interaction between 
the electron spin angular momentum S and its orbital angular momentum L, called the 
electron spin-orbit interaction [12], [13]. 
 

 h)1( += ssS     (2.9) 

 
and 
 

 vrmllL e=+= h)1(     (2.10) 

 
where h  is Plank’s constant divided by 2π, l=0,1,2,…n-1 is the orbital angular momentum 
quantum number, s=1/2 and is the spin angular momentum quantum number, me is the 
electron mass and n is the principal quantum number. 
 
The resulting fine structure corresponds to the spin-up or spin-down possibilities for the z-

component of the spin angular momentum, Sz=6½h , and this gives rise to an energy splitting 
because of the magnetic moment of the electron [12], 
 

 S
m

e
g

e
ss

2
−=µ ,    (2.11) 

 
where gs is a gyromagnetic ratio called the electron spin g-factor (=2.00232) [14] and e the 
electron charge. The interaction energy is then of the form 
 

 BE s •= µ      (2.12) 

 
where B is the magnetic field seen by the electron caused by the relative motion of the 
nucleus. The magnetic field in the center of the circular current loop formed by the nucleus is 
[15] 
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where r is the loop radius, Z is the atomic number and µo is the vacuum permeability. 
 
The magnetic dipole moment associated with the orbital angular momentum of the electron is 
[13] 
 

 L
m

e

e
l

2
−=µ  .    (2.14) 

 
The total magnetic dipole moment of the electron [16], 
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precesses around the total angular momentum, 
 

SLJ += ,     (2.16) 
 

( )h1+= jjJ     (2.17) 

 
since gs≈2 (Figure 2.5). 
When an external 
magnetic field is 
applied in the z-
direction, J will, in its 
turn, precess about this 
field. This precession is 
much slower than the 
precession of µ about J 
and this is due to that 
the applied external 
field very often is 
weaker than the internal 
magnetic field of the 
atom.  
 
 
 

Figure 2.5. The precession of L and S (µs and µL) and µ  
around J and the precession of J and µJ around B. [16] 

 
 
The energy splitting associated to the total dipole moment is 
 

BE Bz µ−=∆      (2.18) 

 
where µB is the projection of µ onto the z-axis. To determine µB, first the projection of µ onto J 
is determined as 
 

( ) ( )
J
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e
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e
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2

2
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µ ,   (2.19) 

 
then µJ is projected onto B 
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The energy then, when using eqs. 2.9, 2.10, 2.17, 2.18, 2.20, together with 
 

 SLSLJ ⋅++= 2222 ,    (2.21) 
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 hJz MJ =      (2.22) 

 
and the Landé g-factor [171] 
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becomes 
 

 BgME bJ µ=∆     (2.24) 

 
where 
 

e
b m

e

2

h
=µ      (2.25) 

 
is the Bohr magneton. The Landé g-factor is 2 for the 4S1/2 state, 2/3 for the 4P1/2 state. MJ is 
the z-component of the angular momentum quantum number and is ±1/2 for KD1 transition 
line. The frequency shifts of the KD1 are ωo±∆ωp (∆MJ=0, - for D1(2)and + for D1(3) in 
Figure 2.4) and ω±∆ωs (∆MJ=±1, - for D1(1) and +for D1(4) in Figure 2.4), where  
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The hyperfine sublevels are, as mentioned above, due to the interaction of the proton dipole 
moment with both the spin and orbital dipole moment of the electron. The proton also has 
spin angular momentum with s=½ and the energy splitting due to the nuclear spin-orbit 
interaction and the spin-spin interaction is [18] 
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  (2.27) 

 
In eq. 2.27 me and mp are the electron and proton mass, α is the electromagnetic coupling 
constant (=e2/(4πεoch ))≈1/137, γp is a numerical factor (=2.7928), n is the principal quantum 
number and f=j±½ is the fourth quantum number. The hyperfine splitting is smaller than the 
fine by a factor me/mp≈2000. The orbital angular momentum quantum number, l, can take 
non-negative integer values and the number of split levels in the magnetic field are 2l+1. For 
an atomic level “s” (lowest level, l=0) there is no splitting in the magnetic field, but for the 
atomic level “p”(l=1) the energy level is split into 3 sublevels. In Figure 2.4 above the F=0 
and F=3 sublevels of the D1 line is omitted since those transitions are forbidden. 
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2.3 Faraday Rotation 
 
When a gas is subjected to a strong magnetic field it becomes optically active. This means 
that when a linearly polarized light beam, which can be considered as a superposition of equal 
amounts of left circularly polarized (LCP) and right circularly polarized (RCP) light beams, is 
sent through the medium, K-vapor in this case, parallel to the applied magnetic field, the 
plane of polarization is rotated. The rotation is found to be proportional to the field strength B, 

to the distance l  the light travels through the medium and the density of the vapor. 
 

2.3.1 Classical theory 
 
The angle of rotation (in minutes of arc) is given by [105] 
 

 lVB=θ      (2.28) 
 
where V is the Verdet constant and it depends on the frequency and the material of the 
medium. V is defined as the rotation per unit path per unit field strength. For rotation in gases 
the density must also be specified. 
 
One theory of the Faraday effect is based on the classical theory of the Zeeman effect and the 
Larmor theorem concerning the effects of a magnetic field on the classical motion of the 
electrons [19]. The Larmor theorem says that a magnetic field applied along the axis of 
symmetry of an axially symmetric force field, in which the electrons are moving, causes all 
the motions to precess around the magnetic field axis. This precession has the angular velocity 
 

 B
mc

e
L

2
=ω .     (2.29) 

 
In the presence of a magnetic field the motions of the electrons are referred to a coordinate 

system rotating with ϖL, and in the absence of a magnetic field, to a fixed coordinate system, 
so that their motions relative to the coordinate systems are the same. This means that only 
electrons moving in circular orbits at right angles to the magnetic field is affected. They will 
have their frequency increased if their motion relative to the coordinate system is in the same 
sense as of the Larmor precession and decreased if it is in the opposite sense. This leads to a 

modification of one term in the dispersion formula (eq’s 2.5 and 2.6; obs. λπω /2 c= ): 
 

 
( )2222
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⇒

−
.   (2.30) 

 
The + for motions in the same sense as the Larmor precession and the – for those opposite the 
Larmor precession. This means that for a fixed light frequency the refractive index is reduced 
for a “positive” motion and enhanced for a “negative” motion an amount equal to 
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This gives Becquerel’s classical formula for the Verdet constant [19], 
 

 
λ

λ
∂

∂
−=

n

mc

e
V

22
,    (2.32) 

 

where ∂n/∂λ is the dispersion. 
 
When a magnetic field is applied, one absorption band is split into two bands equally spaced 

around the center frequency νo of 
the split absorption band (Figure 
2.6a) according to the inverse 
Zeeman effect. This will result in 
two closely spaced regions of 
anomalous dispersion (Figure 
2.6b). Adding the two dispersion 
curves yields the rotation curve 
(Figure 2.6c). 
 
As seen in the dispersion curves 
(Figure 2.6b), outside the region 

ν1 to ν2 the value of n- is greater 
than that of n+. This is a result 
from the fact that positive 
rotation travels faster than 
negative and the rotation is 
positive in this region (Figure 

2.6c). Inside the region ν1 to ν2 
the rotation is negative. 

Figure 2.6. Explanation of the Faraday Effect [106]. 
 
For a naturally optically active medium, a light beam that has its plane of polarization rotated 
and then reflected back through the rotating medium, the plane of polarization will rotate back 
to the same plane as it entered. The Faraday effect however, will rotate the plane of 
polarization further for every passage through the medium. 
 

2.3.2 Electromagnetic theory 
 
The dielectric tensor of a medium is very often used to describe the interaction between the 
light and an applied (or internal) magnetic field (Magneto-optical effects) in that medium, 
 

 χε += 1 ,     (2.33) 

 
where χ is the polarisability tensor mentioned earlier and will be derived in chapter 3. As the 
linearly polarized light beam propagates down along the direction of the magnetic field in the 
medium, the medium interacts with the LCP and RCP components of the beam with different 
refractive indices. These refractive indices can be expressed in terms of the dielectric tensor 
(eq. 2.7) where the two components are 
 

 ( ) 2
1

1 ±±
± += χn .    (2.34) 
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When the linearly polarized light beam traverses the medium a distance lwith an external 
magnetic field present, the LCP and RCP is phase shifted relative to each other. This phase 
shift is [20] 
 

 
λ

π
φ

)(2 −+ −
=∆

nnl
    (2.35) 

 
and the result is a rotation of the plane of polarization for the linearly polarized light beam by 
half the phase difference, or 
 

 φθ ∆=
2

1 .     (2.36) 

 

 
Figure 2.7. The two components of the linearly polarized light. 
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Chapter 3. Filter Characteristics 
 

3.1 Filter transmission 
 
The filter characteristics will here be described by explaining the propagation of 
electromagnetic radiation through an absorbing medium subjected to a magnetic field. The 

4P1/2-4S1/2 transition (λo=7701.093 Å) of the Potassium atom (KD1 spectral line) will be used 
in the calculations since this is the returning signal wavelength of the Arecibo K-lidar system. 
If an electromagnetic wave [21], 
 

( )tzki
oeEE ω−⋅= ,    (3.1) 

 
traversing in the z-direction, is incident upon an atom or molecule with a wavelength 
significantly longer than the atomic- or molecular radius, an electric dipole moment [22], 
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12212

h
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is induced. Eo is the complex amplitude and k the wave vector of the E-M wave. |1> and |2> is 
the ground state and excited state of an electron respectively, ωo=(E2-E1)/h  is the transition 
frequency for the transition 1→2, where E1 and E2 are the energies of the two electron states. 

Γ is the natural line width of this transition (∆νN=Γ/2π=28.85 MHz for KD1 [23]). This 
induced dipole moment results in a polarization described by the dielectric permittivity of 
vacuum, εo, and a coefficient of proportionality known as the atomic polarisability tensor or 
the dielectric susceptibility, χ, and the E-M wave [172] 
 

 EP oχε= .     (3.3) 

 
If now a static magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, the energy levels of the K atom are 
split and shifted according to eq. 2.24. 
 
To represent the polarisability tensor in an easy way the basic vectors [22] 
 

 ( ) ( ) zeyixeyixe o ˆˆ,ˆˆ
2

1
ˆ,ˆˆ

2

1
ˆ =−=+= −+   (3.4) 

 
are used for a matrix representation since χ is diagonal in the coordinate system produced by 
these vectors (eq. 3.9). The electron can occupy the two states MJ=+1/2 and –1/2 and it can be 
assumed that the probability of the electron occupying one of the states is equal to the 
probability of it occupying the other. The diagonal components are given by: 
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and the dielectric permittivity tensor is then given by [173], [22] 
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∆ωs and ∆ωp is given by eq. 2.26. The expressions for the polarisability tensor can be much 
simplified by introducing the oscillator strength. The average oscillator strength is given by 
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The individual oscillator strengths are related to the average as f+=f-=2f and fo=f, and f is 0.339 
for the KD1 spectral line [62]. By summing over the N atoms per unit volume the bulk 
polarisability tensor is obtained. Assuming that the velocity distribution of the atoms is 
Maxwellian and introducing one representation of the plasma dispersion function W(x+iy), 
the Voigt parameter a and the normalized frequencies 
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the bulk polarisability tensor becomes 
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Here ∆νN is the natural line width and ∆νD is the Doppler full width half maximum (FWHM) 
line width 
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and gives a Voigt parameter of a=0.027 according to eq. 3.11 for a temperature of 387 K 
(temperature determined in chapter 4). If the magnetic field is removed, eqs. 3.15, 3.16 and 
3.17 are identical, i.e. the medium is isotropic. The induced optical anisotropy, resulting from 
the magnetic field, includes linear and circular birefringence and dichroism and this results in 
a circular polarization of the, in the z-direction, propagating wave with refractive indices (eq. 
2.34) 
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according to eq. 3.8, for the RCP and LCP components. The approximation made is legitimate 
since generally χ<<1. Now if a light beam is linearly polarized in the x-direction and enters 
the medium at z=0 it will be represented by the sum of the two circularly polarized modes 
with amplitudes Eo/√2 [22]. At the distance z 
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where k± is the complex wave number 
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where α± are the absorption coefficients for the normal modes [24]. The absorption coefficient 
in the absence of a magnetic field is 
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The transmitted wave resulting from placing a linear polarizer at z=L with the polarizing plane 
parallel to the y-direction is 
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and the transmission, defined as T=|Et|

2/|Eo|
2, becomes 
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This is simplified if the mean absorption coefficient, circular dichroism, and rotatory power 
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are introduced:  
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Together with eqs. 3.10, 3.15-3.17, 3.19, 3.22, 3.23, and with the Voigt parameter a << 1, eqs. 
3.26-3.28 becomes 
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The returning light from the fluorescing K atoms in the mesopause has the frequency ω=ωo or 
ν=0 and this results in that the circular dichroism disappears and the transmission is 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )LeT L ρν α 2sin0 −== .    (3.34) 

 

For polarized light this transmission can approach 100%, that is if Lα << 1 and ρL = π/2. If 
the incoming light is not polarized (which has to be investigated) half the incoming light will 
be rejected by the first polarizer (eq. 3.34 has to be divided by 2) and the transmission will 
have a maximum approaching 50%. An important parameter in determining the filter 
performance at the line center is the ratio of the rotatory power over the mean absorption 
coefficient given, according to eqs. 3.30, 3.32, 3.33, by 
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One can “engineer” the applied magnetic field to obtain a large ratio (large ratio = low 
absorption at the center frequency), since νs is proportional to the applied field. According to 
[22], with eqs. 3.34 and 3.35, the maximum transmission occurs when 
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3.2 Filter description 
 
The heart of this filter is a metal vapor cell containing metallic Potassium (K). This vapor cell 
is put in an Aluminum “oven” for temperature stability and control, and to get the appropriate 
K-vapor density (or vapor pressure). The “oven”, with the cell and two BK7 (MgF2) coated 
windows (very low reflection), is placed between two crossed polarizers. The incoming signal 
passes through a collimating lens to get a uniform light beam throughout the filter and after 
passing the polarizers and the cell it passes an interference filter before entering the PMT. 
 
If light is sent through the first polarizer it will either pass through the cell and be rejected by 
the second polarizer (broadband background light), or, if the light is on-resonance with the K-
vapor (the narrowband signal), it will be absorbed and re-emitted by K fluorescence in the 
vapor cell. 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 3.1. The constituents of the Faraday filter. 
 
 
When the temperature controlled K-vapor cell is placed in a strong magnetic field, the energy 
levels of the K atoms will split into several fine and hyperfine sublevels due to the Zeeman 
effect. One atomic resonant absorption line related to two energy levels will split into two or 
more absorption lines. In the direction of the incident light two closely spaced absorption lines 
can be observed for K and they are specified for the left circular polarized (LCP) and the right 
circular polarized (RCP) light. 
 
As the narrowband signal and the broadband background skylight pass through the first 
polarizer they both get linearly polarized. This linearly polarized light can be described as the 
sum of LCP and RCP components in the direction of the incident light along the magnetic 
field. 
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If the magnetic field is strong enough these two components close to the central frequency, νo, 
of the resonant absorption line have lower absorption because of the splitting of the 
absorption line symmetrically around νo. If the magnetic field strength, cell length, and 
temperature are set appropriately, the components of the narrowband signal, i.e. the signal on-
resonance with the K-vapor, pass through the cell without being absorbed, but with a phase 
difference of π between them. This is because they travel with different speeds due to the 
anomalous dispersion together with the two absorption lines of the K-vapor. 
 
The two components are combined into linearly polarized light and pass through the second 
polarizer, rotated 90 degrees relative to the first one, since the light that reaches the second 
polarizer has been rotated π/2, or half the phase difference between the LCP and the RCP 
components. 
 
Most of the broadband background skylight that passed through the first polarizer will be 
rejected by the second because it is off-resonance with the K-vapor and thus not affected by 
the anomalous dispersion and will remain in the initial polarization when passing through the 
cell. 
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Chapter 4. Filter Design and Construction 
 

4.1 Determining the filter parameters 
 
To theoretically determine the appropriate temperature and externally applied magnetic field 
strength for the filter, a computer program was used. This program was written in the 
programming language IDL (Interactive Data Language) by Steve Tomczyk and Biff 
Williams of the Colorado State University, and modified by me for K-filter calculations and 
the Arecibo K-lidar system. The main program (moftrnidl) is attached in appendix A.1. The 
main program is written inside 3 for-loops making it possible to scan over temperature, 
magnetic field and path length, i.e. cell length. The program plots the filter transmission 
function, absorption and Faraday rotation for every temperature, magnetic field strength and 
cell length in a range and step length set by the user. Two functions, hjert (app. A.2) to 
determine the Hjerting function and rachk (app. A.3) to determine the Rachkovsky function, 
also written by the Colorado State lidar group is used in the main program. A widget 
(dialog_select, app. A.4) makes it possible to just plot to screen or save as PostScript (.ps) or 
Encapsulated PostScript (.eps) files also. 
 
The calculations for Potassium require that both 39K (93.1%) and 41K (6.9%) isotopes be 
included. Also, the D1 spectral line is used, even though the D2 line for all alkali atoms is 
twice as strong as the D1 line, since the D2 line for potassium is in a region of high O2 
absorption and can thus not be used. The program calculates the Doppler line width, the 
number density of the K-vapor, the Voigt parameter, optical depth, Zeeman splitting, the 
dispersion and absorption coefficient for the LCP and RCP components of the light, rotation 
angle and filter transmission and plots the filter transmission function, Faraday rotation and 
the split absorption band. 
 
A K-vapor cell with a vapor path length of 40 mm is to be used, and the temperature and 
magnetic field determined with the IDL program to give a rotation of the plane of polarization 
of 90˚ and a transmission of close to 99% (for an incoming signal already linearly polarized 
and with no reflection in the optical surfaces of the filter) for the three frequencies used for 
density and temperature measurements (the three x’s at 98% in Figure 4.1) is 114.0˚C and 1.3 
kG. The plots of the transmission function, absorption and rotation are shown in Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 below. 
 
It can be seen in Figure 4.1 that the transmission is high and approximately the same for the 
three frequencies for this temperature and magnetic field strength. The filter function can be 
made narrower, but then the peak transmission will go down as a result. The width of the 
transmitting “window” is approximately 1.5 pm (0.75 GHz) at 99%, but the FWHM is 
roughly 5 pm (2.5 GHz) (see Figure 4.1). To make it narrower the magnetic field has to be 
reduced and this will cause the two absorption bands to come closer together and lower the 
transmission for the edge frequencies by a couple percent per 50 Gauss. 
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 Figure 4.1. Filter transmission function determined with the IDL-

program. Observe that the left plot is for unpolarized light incident on 
the first polarizer of the filter and the right is for polarized light, and 
that the left plot has wavelength on the x-axis and the right has 
frequency . (∆λ=∆νλ2/c, λ=7701.093 Å) 

 

 
 
 Figure 4.2. Rotation of the light passing through the filter with center 

wavelength 7701.093 Å (0 in the plots) and the splitting and intensity 
of the absorption band of the KD1 line. 
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4.2 Designing and constructing the filter 
 
After determining the magnetic field strength, 12 rare earth (NdFeB) magnets, each 0.5 by 1 
by 2 inches (12.7 by 25.4 by 50.8 mm) and with a magnetic field strength at the surface of 
12.2 kG, were ordered. The development of drawings of the filter and filter parts were 
started, but not completed since the position of the magnets in the filter had to be determined. 
When the magnets arrived, a simple jig was constructed in Aluminum to make it possible to 
measure the magnetic field strength and determine how to place the magnets in the filter. It 
was found that a setup with two groups of four magnets each would give the desired 
magnetic field strength in the center. The spacing between the magnets in each group is 1/8th 
of an inch and the spacing between the two groups is 2 inches. The 2-inch distance would be 
more than enough to fit the K-vapor cell in an “oven” between the two sets of magnets and 
also not create a too high magnetic field. If the distance turns out to be too big, that is, if a too 
weak magnetic field is created at the center, the distance can easily be adjusted by machining 
off some aluminum on the top and bottom of the “oven”. 
 
When this was determined, the drawings were completed and two magnet holders were 
constructed out of a block of Teflon with four 0.5 by 1 by 2 inch slots cut out on each 
(Figures 4.3 and 4.4 below). 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.3. Cutaway views of the top Teflon magnet holder. (The 

drawings are all made in Adobe Illustrator 8.0) 
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The holders have aluminum plates on each of the three open sides screwed on to hold the 
magnets in place. They also have two holes in the middle spacer for pins to hold the oven with 
the vapor cell in place. The two holders are identical except for the hole in the middle spacer 
of the bottom holder and the cover plate just in case extra space for the K-vapor cell tip is 
needed. 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.4. Cutaway views of the bottom Teflon magnet holder. 
 
 
The K vapor cell is made of Pyrex glass and has the shape of cylinder with a tip in the center 
with pure metallic Potassium inside. The diameter of the cell is one inch and the length is 
42.6 mm (vapor path length of 40 mm). The tip is about 0.4 inches long and the diameter at 
the cylinder is about one third of an inch.  
 
The oven to hold the vapor cell was machined out of two blocks of aluminum. The two 
pieces were screwed together, with a Teflon O-ring to separate them, to cover the vapor cell 
(Figure 4.5). The oven has a hole on the bottom for the cell tip. This hole is for keeping the 
cell tip a little cooler than the rest of the cell, i.e. to get the K vapor to condense in the tip and 
not somewhere else, like on the cell windows for example. The oven has to be constructed, 
and the heaters mounted, in a way so that the hottest part of the cell is the two side cell 
windows. Making the cavity, for the cell, in the oven so that the heaters can be mounted on 
the far ends of the cell, as close to the cell windows as possible, does this. 
 
The cell is held in the cavity by two rubber O-rings to keep the cell from touching the 
aluminum. To protect the cell and keep the cell windows from cooling, a “window” is 
attached on each side of the “oven” with a thin aluminum “ring” that is screwed on just to 
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hold the window in place, not tight since this can result in stress on the window and give 
polarization effects. These glass windows are BK7 (MgF2) coated on both sides, which give 
them a very low surface reflection.  
 
The cell is temperature controlled to heat the metallic K to keep the proper atomic density 
inside the cell but also to stabilize the temperature of the cell. The heater is a resistive electric 
conductor encapsulated in Kapton, 0.5 by 3 inches and a maximum thickness of 1.5 mm 
where the wires are attached. This makes them very thin and flexible so that they can be bent 
and glued onto the cell as shown in Figure 4.5. The thermometer was also glued on the cell. 
A small-diameter exit hole for the wires of the heaters and thermometer was drilled down in 
the splice between the two oven parts. Four other holes were also drilled in the splice but in 
the bottom and top of the oven. These holes are for pins to hold the oven in place when 
mounted between the two magnet holders. 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.5. Cutaway views of the aluminum “oven” with the K-vapor 

cell and coated windows. 
 
 
The box to hold the filter was made in Aluminum. The box needed to be able to hold the 
oven and the magnet holders, two 60 mm long polarizers, a collimating lens and an 
interference filter, and be as light tight as possible. Two boxes had to be constructed, one 
with the filter, for daytime observation, and one with only the collimating lens and the 
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interference filter for nighttime observation. Since between 50-75% of the signal is lost in the 
Faraday filter, it will not be used when it is not needed. Also, it had to have an input for the 
incoming signal and in a simple way be mounted to the shutter on the PMT, so that the two 
boxes could easily be switched from the daytime setup to the nighttime setup or vice versa in 
no more than a minute or two. The box used for daytime observation can be seen in Figure 
4.6 below. The aluminum plates of the box is polished and screwed together with 48 stainless 
steel screws to get it as light tight as possible. The lens (25 mm diameter, 30 mm focal 
length) is positioned to the left in the box 25-30 mm after the optical fiber mount, and is used 
to collimate the beam, that is, to get a uniform beam all the way through the box past the 
interference filter and in to the PMT. The interference filter is clamped in, with a rubber O-
ring on each side, in the space machined out between the back plate and the PMT-shutter-
mounting plate. The box without the PMT-shutter-mounting plate is 10 by 3.5 by 4.8 inches 
(254 by 89 by 122 mm) 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.6. Cutaway view of the aluminum box used for daytime 

observation. The nighttime box has no hole for polarizer and no 
connector for heater or thermometer. 

 
 
A cap was made to put on the optical fiber mount and the boxes were tested in the receiver 
system for light leakage by slowly exposing the box to more and more light and observing 
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the “dark counts” from the PMT. The boxes were very light tight, not completely but enough 
to not give any unwanted noise in the observations. 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.7. Side view of the box with everything in place. 
 
 
The polarizers used for building the Faraday filter are high quality Galan-Thompson prisms 
with an extinction coefficient of 10-5 according to the manufacturer. The transmission of the 
two polarizers was tested with a low power laser beam. The transmitted beam power was 
measured to be at least 5·10-5 weaker when the two polarizers were crossed than when they 
had their axis of polarization parallel. Mounts for the polarizers and the lens holder were 
made and everything, the polarizers, the lens, the oven with the cell and windows, the magnet 
holders with the magnets, and the interference filter, were put into the aluminum box as 
shown in Figure 4.7 above. 
 
The interference filter is a dielectric filter with a “window” of 1 nm, centered at λ=770 nm, 
and is used to block some of the background light (4-5 orders of extinction) in both the day- 
and nighttime setups. The daytime setup also uses the interference filter to block out the KD2 
line (λ=7667.012Å). This line is also rotated and passed through the filter since it is on-
resonance with the K-vapor. The intensity of the KD2 line, as mentioned above, is twice as 
strong as the KD1 line but is in a region of high absorption of O2, so it cannot be used. 
 
The interference filter together with the polarizer will give an extinction coefficient of 10-9 to 
10-10. 
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The complete filter, seen from the side, from above and from the front, is shown in Figure 
4.8 below. 
 

 
 
 Figure 4.8. The filter. 
 
The width of the filter “window” was, as mentioned above, determined to be 5 pm and this is 
200 times narrower than the 
interference filter. The 
transmission for polarized light 
with the Faraday filter will be 
approximately 50% due to 
reflections in the surfaces of 
the lens, the coated windows, 
the vapor cell, the polarizers 
and of the interference filter 
(that by itself has 80 % trans-
mission). The transmission and 
width of the Faraday filter is 
compared with the width and 
transmission of the interference 
filter in Figure 4.9 
 
 Figure 4.9. The transmission and width of the 

interference filter and the Faraday filter. 
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4.3 Integration 
 
As mentioned, the filter box, or housing, was constructed in a way that will make changing 
from the nighttime setup to the daytime setup, or vice versa, easy and relatively fast. The filter 
is mounted to the PMT with three stainless steel screws. The new setup of the Arecibo lidar 
receiver is shown in Figure 4.10. 
 
In the near future the 1.5 mm 
diameter optical fiber that 
couples the 800 mm diameter 
Cassegrain telescope to the 
filter and detector will be 
replaced by a fiber that has a 
diameter of 600 µm. This will 
result in a smaller divergence 
and a reduced field of view of 
the telescope by a factor of 
1.5/0.6 =2.5. Reducing the 
field of view of the telescope 
means that the divergence of 
the laser beam sent to the sky 
has to be reduced also by the 
same amount. Adding a beam 
expander to the output of the 
laser does this. 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4.10. Receiver system with the filter. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Discussion 
 

5.1 Tests 
 
Due to lack of time because of delays in the shipment of parts, I was not able to do any 
transmission testing of the filter. The testing of the light tightness of the boxes though I was 
able to do and they turned out to be well sealed. The tests that need to be done are 
transmission tests, and tests to determine the input polarization so that Rayleigh scatter 
throughput is maximized and at the same time maximize the signal throughput. Then the filter 
transmission function has to be accurately measured, and finally, to put the filter in the 
receiving system and do sky tests. 
 
The Rayleigh signal is used to normalize for the K-density measurements. The atmospheric 
density is well known so this can be used to calibrate the K-signal to density. It may not be 
important to know the polarization orientation and maximize the throughput since the fiber 
should tend to depolarize the light traveling through it. 
 
A single frequency external cavity diode laser, which can be scanned over a range of 
frequencies without mode hop, is used as the incident source when determining the filter 
transmission and measuring the filter function. To monitor the nonlinear change of the laser 
frequency during the frequency scanning, and to determine the frequency scales, a Fabry-
Perot interferometer is used. A photo diode detector is used to detect the signal through the 
filter and a second detector is used for the normalization of the signal. 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 5.1. Setup for measuring the filter function. 
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5.2 Future improvements 
 
A number of improvements to the filter can be done. To increase the transmission all the 
optical elements in the filter should be anti-reflection coated, not just the “oven” windows. If 
a reflection of 4% is assumed on the surfaces of the lens, polarizers and vapor cell, almost 
30% is lost due to reflection. If instead they were anti-reflection coated with a reflection of 
1% (probably less but lets use this) on each surface, the transmission would increase and only 
10% would be lost. 
 
Also, some kind of feed-back for the blocked 50% of the incident light in the first polarizer 
could be done to minimize the loss here. 
 
The magnets could be customized to make the magnetic field in the cell as uniform as 
possible, since this is very difficult. For example they could be made circular with the desired 
magnetic field strength in the center (which is known from this project) and mounted to 
surround the “oven”. 
 
The “oven” could be constructed in different materials, such as ceramic or Teflon, to see 
which one keeps the temperature in the cell most stable. 
 
More filters will be built in the future at the Arecibo Observatory. This project was to show 
that a filter like this could be constructed and the filter designed and constructed here will be 
modified to optimize the transmission. 
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Appendix A 
 

A.1 Main Program 
 
; Program to calculate MOF (magneto-optic filter) theoretical 
; transmission profiles for sodium or potassium. 
; Written by Steve Tomczyk and ported to IDL (moftrnidl) by Biff Williams 
; and modified for Arecibo Observatory K-lidar by Jonas Hedin 
; Added loops over temperature, cell length and magnetic field to calculate 
; K lidar optimum operating point. 
; Calculates Faraday filter plus Zeeman absorption cell (for Doppler shift 
; measurements). Set temp_abs to zero to only use Faraday filter. 
 
 
tek_color   ; set color table 
set_plot, 'win' 
device, decompose = 0 
loadct,5, ncolors=16 
 
npath=1  ; # of pathlengths to calculate 
nmag=2  ; # of magnetic fields to calculate 
nt=6  ; # of temperatures to calculate 
pathlengtharray=4+indgen(npath)*.2 ; length of the vapor in cm 
magarray=1.3+indgen(nmag)*.01 ; Magnetic field in the cell (kG) 
temparray=114.00+indgen(nt)*.25 ; Temperature of the cell (deg. C) 
c=2.99792458e8  ; Speed of light in vacuum, m/s 
k=1.38066e-23  ; Boltzmanns constant, J/K 
mp=1.67265e-27  ; proton mass, kg 
 
allpeaktrans=fltarr(nmag,nt)  ; transmission of K lidar peak frequency 
allcrosstrans=fltarr(nmag,nt)  ; transmission of K lidar crossover frequency 
 
 
;for t=0, nt-1 do begin 
for mag=0,nmag-1 do begin 
; for mag=0, nmag-1 do begin 
 for t=0,nt-1 do begin 
 for l=0, npath-1 do begin 
 npt=501  ;number of points for computation (odd) 
 trans_minus=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_plus=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_abs_plus=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_abs_minus=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_filter=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_macaluso=dblarr(npt) 
 trans_rigghi=dblarr(npt) 
 rotation_angle=dblarr(npt) 
 abs_plus=dblarr(npt) 
 abs_minus=dblarr(npt) 
 phi_plus=dblarr(npt) 
 phi_minus=dblarr(npt) 
 tau_plus=dblarr(npt) 
 tau_minus=dblarr(npt) 
 
 ; Input data for Potassium D1 line 
 
 wavelength=7701.093 ; Wavelength (Å) 
 mol_weightK39=38.9637 ; Molecular Weight K39 
 mol_weightK41=40.9618 ; Molecular Weight K41 
 natural_width=.2885e8 ; Natural Line Width (Hz) [23] 
 f_value=.339  ; Oscillator Strength [62] 
 vapor_const_a=86226.5 ; Vapor Pressure Constants for Antoine equation (Temp. dependant) 

vapor_const_b=7.34131; ;    (from Handbook of Chem & Phys) 
 ncomp=4  ; Number of Hyperfine Zeeman Components 
 rel_strength=[.25, .25, .25, .25] ; Relative Strength for the Hyperfine Zeeman Components (just K39) 
 lande=[1.33333,1.33333,1.33333,1.33333] ; Lande-g Factors for the Hyperfine Zeeman Components 
 hyper=[-3.39, -1.13, 1.13,  3.39] ; Hyperfine Zeeman Component Positions (mÅ) 
 iso_frac=.069  ; Isotope Percentage 
 iso_shift=4.52  ; Isotope Shift of the Hyperfine Zeeman Components for K41 from K39(mÅ) 
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 ; Get temperatures and magnetic field strengths 
 ; The magnetic field value is the maximum value, gradients decrease on each side away from center 
 
 pathlength = pathlengtharray[l] 
 temp_filter = temparray[t] 
 gauss_filter = magarray[mag] 
 grad_filter = 0.0 ; axial field gradient for filter cell (kG/cm) 
 pol_offset = 0.0 
 gauss_abs = 1.0 
 grad_abs = 0.2 
 wavelength_limit = .15 ; wavelength limit of computation (Å) 
 fwhm = 0.0 
 temp_abs = 0   ; set to zero if just using Faraday filter 
 temp_abs = temp_abs + 273. 
 temp_filter = temp_filter + 273. 
 gauss_filter = gauss_filter*1000. 
 gauss_abs = gauss_abs*1000. 
 grad_filter = grad_filter*1000. 
 grad_abs = grad_abs*1000. 
 
 ; Compute doppler width in mÅ 
 dopwidth_filter = (1-iso_frac)*wavelength*4.30e-4*sqrt((temp_filter)/mol_weightK39)$ 

+iso_frac*wavelength*4.30e-4*sqrt((temp_filter)/mol_weightK41) 
 
 ; Compute a value. 1/a = doppler_width*4*!pi*c/(total_gamma*wavelength**2) 
 a_filter = natural_width*(wavelength*1.e3)^2/(4*!pi*c*1.e13*dopwidth_filter) ; in mÅ 
 
 ; Compute vapor pressure in mm Hg. Use parameterization from CRC; which is not too good. 

; There are better vapor pressure parameterizations available, but the problem only produces a 
; temperature offset that can be determined experimentally. 

 vapor_pressure = 10^(-.05223*vapor_const_a/temp_filter +vapor_const_b) 
 
 ; Compute number density in cm-3 assuming ideal gas. P = nkT (1 mmHg=133.322 Pa) 
 number_density_filter = (vapor_pressure*133.322*1e-6)/(k*temp_filter) 
 
 ; Compute absorption coefficient 
 abs_coef=4.99e-18*wavelength^2*number_density_filter*f_value/dopwidth_filter 
 
 ; Compute optical depth at line center for unsplit line 
 tau_filter = abs_coef*pathlength 
 
 if temp_abs gt 273. then begin 
 ; Compute doppler width in mÅ 
 dopwidth_abs = (1-iso_frac)*wavelength*4.30e-4*sqrt(temp_abs/mol_weightK39)$ 
 +iso_frac*wavelength*4.30e-4*sqrt(temp_abs/mol_weightK41) 
 
 ; Compute a value. 1/a = doppler_width*4*!pi*c/(natural_width*wavelength^2) 
 a_abs = natural_width*(wavelength*1.e3)^2/(4*!pi*c*1.e13*dopwidth_abs) ; in mÅ 
 
 ; Compute vapor pressure in mm Hg. Use parameterization from CRC 
 vapor_pressure = 10^(-.05223*vapor_const_a/temp_abs +vapor_const_b) 
 
 ; Compute number density in cm-3 assuming ideal gas. P = nkT (1 mmHg=133.322 Pa) 
 number_density_abs = (vapor_pressure*133.322*1e-6)/(k*temp_abs) 
 
 ; Compute absorption coefficient 
 abs_coef = 4.99e-18*wavelength^2*number_density_abs*f_value/dopwidth_abs 
 
 ; Compute optical depth at line center for unsplit line 
 tau_abs = abs_coef*pathlength 
 
 endif else begin 
 tau_abs=0. 
 gauss_abs=0. 
 grad_abs=0. 
 a_abs=0. 
 dopwidth_abs=0. 
 endelse 
 

disp = 2.*wavelength_limit/double(npt -1) ; Dispersion in Ångströms/pixel 
 wl=(findgen(npt)*disp)-wavelength_limit 
 pol_offset = pol_offset*!pi/180. 
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 ; Compute filter cell transmission 
 
 if (grad_filter eq 0.) then begin 
 gauss_grad = 0. 
 zgrad = 0. 
 dzgrad = 0. 
 ngrad = 1 
 endif else begin 
 gauss_grad = grad_filter*pathlength/2. 
 zgrad = 4.669e-10*wavelength^2*gauss_grad/dopwidth_filter 
 ngrad = 2.*zgrad 
 ngrad = ngrad*2 +1 
 if (ngrad lt 3) then ngrad = 3 
 dzgrad = 2.*zgrad/double(ngrad-1) 
 endelse 
 
 zeeman = 4.669e-10*wavelength^2*gauss_filter/dopwidth_filter ; normal Zeeman Splitting 
 tau_norm = tau_filter/(2.*hjert(0.,a_filter)) ; see Appendix A.2 for the Hjerting Function 
 tau_norm = tau_norm/double(ngrad) 
 igrad=indgen(ngrad) 
 total_zeeman = zeeman - abs (double(igrad*dzgrad - zgrad)); 
 
 j=0 
 for j=0,npt-1,1 do begin 
 ; print,j 
 uplus=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 um=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 rel_strengtharr=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 lambda = disp*double(j) - wavelength_limit 
 z = lambda*1000./dopwidth_filter  ; wavelength in doppler width units 
 

 ; Compute + and - taus (the split absorption bands) and phis (dispersion curves) 
 tau_plus = 0. 
 tau_minus = 0. 
 phi_plus = 0. 
 phi_minus = 0. 
 ij = 0 
 for igrad=0,ngrad-1 ,1 do begin 
 for i=0,ncomp-1,1 do begin 
 uplus[ij] = z +lande[i]*total_zeeman(igrad) +hyper[i]/dopwidth_filter 
 um[ij] = z -lande[i]*total_zeeman(igrad)+hyper[i]/dopwidth_filter 
 rel_strengtharr[ij]=rel_strength[i] 
 ij=ij+1 
 endfor 
 endfor 
 
 tau_plus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(uplus,a_filter)) 
 phi_plus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*rachk(uplus,a_filter))  

; see Appendix A.3 for the Rachkovsky Function 
u = uplus + iso_shift/dopwidth_filter 

 tau_plus = tau_plus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(u,a_filter)) 
 phi_plus = phi_plus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*rachk(u,a_filter)) 
 
 tau_minus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(um,a_filter)) 
 phi_minus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*rachk(um,a_filter)) 
 
 u = um + iso_shift/dopwidth_filter 
 tau_minus = tau_minus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(u,a_filter)) 
 phi_minus = phi_minus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*rachk(u,a_filter)) 
 
 abs_plus(j) = exp(-tau_plus) 
 abs_minus(j) = exp(-tau_minus) 
 alpha = (phi_plus -phi_minus)/2. 
 rotation_angle(j) = alpha + pol_offset 

trans_macaluso(j) = 0.5*abs_plus(j)*abs_minus(j)*sin(rotation_angle(j))$ 
  *sin(rotation_angle(j)); 
 trans_rigghi(j) = 0.125*(abs_plus(j)-abs_minus(j))*(abs_plus(j)-abs_minus(j)); 
 trans_filter(j) = (trans_macaluso(j) +trans_rigghi(j)); 
 endfor 
 
 absorption=.5*(abs_plus+abs_minus) 
 

 ; Compute absorption cell absorption (if temp_abs is greater than 0˚C) 
 
 if (temp_abs gt 273.) then begin 
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 if (grad_abs eq 0.) then begin 
 gauss_grad = 0.; 
 zgrad = 0. 
 dzgrad = 0. 
 ngrad = 1 
 endif else begin 
 gauss_grad = grad_abs*pathlength/2. 
 zgrad = 4.669e-10*wavelength^2*gauss_grad/dopwidth_abs 
 ngrad = 2.*round(zgrad) 
 ngrad = (ngrad)*2 +1 
 if (ngrad lt 3) then ngrad = 3 
 dzgrad = 2.*zgrad/double(ngrad-1) 
 endelse 
 
 zeeman = 4.669e-10*wavelength^2*gauss_abs/dopwidth_abs ; normal zeeman splitting 
 tau_norm = tau_abs/(2.*hjert(0.,a_abs)) 
 tau_norm = tau_norm/double(ngrad) 
 allgrad=indgen(ngrad) 
 total_zeeman = zeeman - abs (double(allgrad*dzgrad - zgrad)) 
 

 ; Compute + and - taus for absorption cell 
 j=0 
 for j=0,npt-1,1 do begin 
 ;print,j 
 tau_plus=0. 
 tau_minus=0. 
 lambda = disp*double(j) - wavelength_limit; 
 z = lambda*1000./dopwidth_abs  ; wavelength in doppler width units 
 uplus=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 um=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 rel_strengtharr=dblarr(ngrad*ncomp) 
 ij=0 
 for allgrad=0,ngrad-1 ,1 do begin 
 for i=0,ncomp-1,1 do begin 
 uplus(ij) = z +lande(i)*total_zeeman(allgrad) +hyper(i)/dopwidth_abs 

um(ij) = z -lande(i)*total_zeeman(allgrad)+hyper(i)/dopwidth_abs 
 rel_strengtharr(ij)=rel_strength(i) 
 ij=ij+1 
 endfor 
 endfor 
 
 tau_plus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(uplus,a_abs)) 
 
 u = uplus + iso_shift/dopwidth_abs 
 tau_plus = tau_plus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(u,a_abs)) 
 
 tau_minus = tau_norm*(1-iso_frac)*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(um,a_abs)) 
 
 u = um + iso_shift/dopwidth_abs 
 tau_minus = tau_minus + tau_norm*iso_frac*total(rel_strengtharr*hjert(u,a_abs)) 
 
 trans_abs_plus(j) = exp(-tau_plus); 
 trans_abs_minus(j) = exp(-tau_minus); 
 endfor 
 

; multiply to get overall transmissions 
 
 trans_minus = trans_abs_minus*trans_filter; 
 trans_plus = trans_abs_plus*trans_filter; 
 endif 
 

 ; End of filter calculations, start of K lidar optimization. 
 

 ; Calculate potassium resonance spectra 
 

ncomp1=8  ; Number of hyperfine components in d1 line(4 for K39 and 4 for K41) 
 lambda01=7701.093 ; Kd1 line wavelength in A 
 d1=(c^2*mp)/(2*k*lambda01^2) ; D component in the backscattered signal function for Kd1 line 
 strength1K39=[5.0,1.0,5.0,5.0]/16.0 ; Relative line strengths for K39d1 line 
 strength1K41=[5.0,1.0,5.0,5.0]/16.0 ; Relative line strengths for K41d1 line 
 strength1=[5.0,1.0,5.0,1.0,5.0,5.0,5.0,5.0]/32 ; Relative line strengths for Kd1 line 
 pos1K39=[-.00613281,-.00500203,.003001221,.004131996] ; Frequency offset of K39d1 line in Å 
 pos1K41=[-.00801197,-.00741849,-.002987177,-.002393698] ; Frequency offset of K41d1 line in Å 
 pos1=[-.00801197,-.00741849,-.00613281,-.00500203,$ 

-.002987177,-.002393698,.003001221,.004131996] ; Frequency offsets for Kd1 line in Å 
 tempatmo=200 
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 wavelength=wl 
 c1 = sqrt(d1/(!pi*tempatmo)) 
 profd1_res=0 
 
 for n=0,ncomp1-1 do begin 
 wavelengthp=(pos1(n)-wavelength) 
 profd1_res= profd1_res+strength1(n)*c1*(exp(-1*d1*(wavelengthp^2)/tempatmo)) 
 ; backscatter signal function 
 endfor 
 
 profd1_res=profd1_res/total(profd1_res) 
 profd1_sun=0 
 tempsun=8.0e4 
 
 for n=0,ncomp1-1 do begin 
 wavelengthp=(pos1(n)-wavelength) 
 profd1_sun= profd1_sun+strength1(n)*c1*(exp(-1*d1*(wavelengthp^2)/tempsun)) 
 ; solar background 
 endfor 
 
 profsun=1.0-.9*profd1_sun/max(profd1_sun) 
 profd1_day=profsun+.2*(profd1_res/max(profd1_res)) 
 

 ; Na lidar has 10 scattered frequencies for each transmitted frequency 
 ;!!! freqcross to signalpeak need to be changed to K lidar values!!! 
 
 ; freqcross=[-1.43,-1.55,-1.62,.22,.15,.22,.15,1.99,1.92,1.89] ; Laser at crossover i.e. halfway 

; signalcross=[16.4,2.4,.12,1.7,.6,1.5,.7,2.1,3.9,1.8]/100.0  ; between D2a and 
; D2b hyperfine lines 

 ; freqpeak=[-.592,-.710,-.779,1.062,.993]   ; Laser at D2a 
 ; signalpeak=[76.7,14.4,.8,10.1,3.95]/100.0 
 wlstep=wl[1]-wl[0] 
 freqstep=-50.5*wlstep 
 freq=wl*(-50.5) 
 ; indexpeak=(freqpeak-freq[0])/freqstep 
 ; transpeak=interpolate(trans_filter*2.0,indexpeak) 
 ; totalpeaktrans=total(transpeak*signalpeak)/total(signalpeak) 
 ; indexcross=(freqcross-freq[0])/freqstep 
 ; transcross=interpolate(trans_filter*2.0,indexcross) 
 ; totalcrosstrans=total(transcross*signalcross)/total(signalcross) 
 ; allpeaktrans[mag,t]=totalpeaktrans 
 ; allcrosstrans[mag,t]=totalcrosstrans 
 

 ; Plots of transm. function, absorption, rotation, total peak and crossover transmission 
 ; Plot just to screen or save plots as postscript or encapsulated postscript files also 
 
 answer = dialog_select('screen', 'postscript', 'eps', title='output all fit plot to:') 
    ; See Appendix A.4 for Dialog Select 
 if answer eq 'postscript' or answer eq 'eps' then begin 
 
 if answer eq 'postscript' then begin 
 set_plot, 'ps' 
 device, /landscape,filename='MOF.ps',/color,$ 
 ysize= 18000./1000., xsize= 23000./1000. 
 endif 
 
 if answer eq 'eps' then begin 
 set_plot, 'ps' 
 device,/encapsul,/landscape,filename='MOF.eps',/color,$ 
 ysize= 18000./1000., xsize= 23000./1000. 
 endif 
 
 !p.font=0 
 device, /times 
 
 !P.MULTI=[0,2,2] 
 
 plot,wl*(-50.5),trans_filter*2.0,yticks=10,ticklen=1,$ 
  title='Faraday filter transmission!Cfunction for KD1',$ 
  xtitle='Relative Frequency (GHz)',ytitle='Normalized transmission',$ 
  xr=[-2.0,2.0],xs=1,yr=[.3,1] ,xmargin=[35,-20],ymargin=[-20,4] 
 oplot,[-0.18,.498,-.321],[.98,.98,.98],psym=5 ; triangels 
 xyouts, .5, .95,temp_filter-273, size=1 
 xyouts, .5, .85,gauss_filter, size=1 
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 plot,wl,rotation_angle*180./!pi,title='Rotation',ytitle='Degrees',$ 
  xs=1,xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit],xmargin=[35,-20],ymargin=[-20,4] 
 oplot,wl,phi_plus*180./!pi,color=4 ; RCP light dispersion curve 
 oplot,wl,phi_minus*180./!pi,color=4 ; LCP light dispersion curve 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90],line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90],line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90]*3,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90]*3,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90]*5,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90]*5,line=1 
 
 plot,wl,trans_filter, title='Faraday filter transmission!Cfunction for KD1',$ 
  xtitle='Relative wavelength (Å)',ytitle='Normalized Transmission',$ 

xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit],xs=1,yr=[0,.5],ys=1,$ 
  xmargin=[35,-20],ymargin=[-20,4] 
 oplot,wl,trans_rigghi,line=1 
 oplot,wl,trans_macaluso,line=2 
 oplot,wavelength,profd1_res*.5/max(profd1_res),color=4 
 xyouts, .1, .45,temp_filter-273, size=1 
 xyouts, .1, .40,gauss_filter, size=1 
 
 plot,wl,absorption,title='Absorption',xtitle='Relative wavelength (Å)',$ 
 ytitle='intensity', xs=1,ys=1, xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit],$ 
 yr=[0,1],ymargin=[-20,4],xmargin=[35,-20] 
 oplot,wl,abs_plus,line=1 
 oplot,wl,abs_minus,line=2 
 
 
 !p.font=-1 
 device,/close 
 set_plot,'win' 
 endif 
 
 print,'L',pathlength,'T',temp_filter-273.0,' B:',gauss_filter,;$ 
 ;' trans peak:',totalpeaktrans,' cross: ',totalcrosstrans 
 
 window,0 ,xs=600,ys=500, xpos=470, ypos=0 
 !p.multi=[0,2,2] 
 plot,wl,trans_filter,ymargin=[2,4], title='Faraday filter transmission!Cfunction for KD1',$ 
 xtitle='Relative wavelength (Å)',ytitle='Normalized Transmission',$ 
 xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit],xs=1,yr=[0,.5],ys=1 
 oplot,wl,trans_rigghi,line=1 
 oplot,wl,trans_macaluso,line=2 
 oplot,wavelength,profd1_res*.5/max(profd1_res),color=4 
 xyouts, .1, .45,temp_filter-273, size=1 
 xyouts, .1, .40,gauss_filter, size=1 
 
 plot,wl,.5*(abs_plus+abs_minus),title='Absorption',ymargin=[2,2],line=0, xs=1,$ 
 xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit] 
 oplot,wl,abs_plus,line=4 
 oplot,wl,abs_minus,line=3 
 
 plot,wl,rotation_angle*180./!pi,title='Rotation',ytitle='Degrees',$ 
 xtitle='Relative wavelength (Å)',ymargin=[2,3],xs=1,$ 
 xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit] 
 oplot,wl,phi_plus*180./!pi,color=4  ; RCP light dispersion curve 
 oplot,wl,phi_minus*180./!pi,color=4 ; LCP light dispersion curve 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90],line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90],line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90]*3,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90]*3,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[90,90]*5,line=1 
 oplot,[-1,1],[-90,-90]*5,line=1 
 
 plot,title='plot 4',wl,trans_plus,yr=[0,.5],ymargin=[2,2],ys=1,xs=1, $ 
 xr=[-wavelength_limit,wavelength_limit] 
 oplot,wl,trans_minus,line=0 
 oplot,wl,trans_abs_plus,line=1 
 oplot,wl,trans_abs_minus,line=2 
 oplot,wavelength,profd1_res*.5/max(profd1_res),color=4 
 
 window,2,xs=455,ys=400, xpos=933, ypos=533 
 plot,wl*(-50.5),trans_filter*2.0, xmargin=[8,-23],ymargin=[-13,4],$ 
 yticks=10,ticklen=1,title='Faraday filter transmission!Cfunction for KD1',$ 
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 xtitle='Relative Frequency (GHz)',ytitle='Normalized transmission',$ 
 xr=[-2,2],xs=1,yr=[.3,1] 
 ; oplot,freqpeak,signalpeak,psym=6  ; squares 
 ; oplot,freqcross,signalcross,psym=7 ; crosses 
 ; oplot,wavelength*(-50.5),profd1_res*1.0/max(profd1_res),color=4 
 oplot,[-0.18,.498,-.321],[.98,.98,.98],psym=5  ; triangels 
 xyouts, .5, .95,temp_filter-273, size=1 
 xyouts, .5, .85,gauss_filter, size=1 
 
 ; Plot for Zeeman absorption cell (when temp_abs is greater than 0 deg. celsius) 
 
 ; window,4,xs=455,ys=400, xpos=470, ypos=533 
 ; !p.multi=[0,1,1] 
 ; signal_plus_res=trans_plus*profd1_day 
 ; signal_minus_res=trans_minus*profd1_day 
 ; plot,title='plot 5',wl,signal_minus_res,xs=1,$ 
 ; xr=[-wavelength_limit/1.0,wavelength_limit/1.0],yr=[0,.50] 
 ; oplot,wl,signal_plus_res,line=2 
 ; oplot,wl,profd1_day*.05/max(profd1_day),color=7 
 

; Contour plots of Peak and Crossover transmission (when correct values for freqcross 
 ; to signalpeak of the K-lidar is used) 
 
 ;window,6,xs=310,ys=500, xpos=1078, ypos=0 
 ;!p.multi=[0,1,2] 
 ;contour,allpeaktrans,magarray,temparray,xmargin=[8,4],/foll,lev=indgen(20)/20.0,$ 
 ;xtitle='Magnetic field (kG)',ytitle='Temperature (C)',$ 
 ;title='Total peak transmission' 
 ;oplot,[1.85,2.7],[180,186],psym=7,thick=2,symsize=2 
 ;contour,allcrosstrans,magarray,temparray,xmargin=[8,4],/foll,lev=indgen(20)/20.0,$ 
 ;xtitle='Magnetic field (kG)',ytitle='Temperature (C)',$ 
 ;title='Total crossover transmission' 
 ;oplot,[1.85,2.7],[180,186],psym=7,thick=2,symsize=2 
 
 endfor 

endfor 
endfor 
end 
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A.2 The Hjerting Function 
 
function hjert,v, a 
 
; HJERT - FUNCTION TO CALCULATE THE HJERTING FUNCTION. 
; THE TABLE IS FROM GRAY, THE OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF 
; STELLAR PHOTOSPHERES, PP251-253. 
;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
vabs = double(abs(v)) 
answer=dblarr(n_elements(vabs)) 
 
; IF V GREATER THAN 12, USE ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAE 
 
if max(vabs) gt 12.0 then begin 
 ;if (vabs gt 12.0) then begin 
 whgt12=where(vabs gt 12.0) 
 vabs_squared = vabs(whgt12)*vabs(whgt12); 
 vabs_fourth = vabs_squared*vabs_squared; 
 answer(whgt12)=a*0.56419/vabs_squared +0.846/vabs_fourth-a^3*0.56/vabs_fourth 
endif 
 
if (min(vabs) le 12.0) then begin 
 
 h = double(transpose([[ 1.000000,-1.12838,1.00000, -.75200, .500],[.990050, -1.10596, .97020, -.72200, .480],$ 
 [.960789, -1.04048, .88390, -.63700, .400],[.913931, -.93703,  .74940, -.50500, .300],$ 
 [.852144, -.80346,  .57950, -.34200, .170],[.778801, -.64945,  .38940, -.16500, .030],$ 
 [.697676, -.48552,  .19530, .00700, -.009],[.612626, -.32192,  .01230, .15900, -.200],$ 
 [.527292, -.16772, -.14760, .28000, -.270],[.444858, -.03012, -.27580, .36200, -.300],$ 
 [.367879,  .08594, -.36790, .40500, -.310],[.298197,  .17789, -.42340, .41100, -.280],$ 
 [.236928,  .24537, -.44540, .38600, -.240],[.184520,  .28981, -.43920, .33900, -.180],$ 
 [.140858,  .31394, -.41130, .28000, -.120],[.105399,  .32130, -.36890, .21500, -.070],$ 
 [.077305,  .31573, -.31850, .15300, -.020],[.055576,  .30094, -.26570, .09700,  .020],$ 
 [.039164,  .28027, -.21460, .05100,  .040],[.027052,  .25648, -.16830, .01500,  .050],$ 
 [.0183156, .231726,-.12821,-.01010,  .058],[.0121552, .207528,-.09505,-.02650,  .056],$ 
 [.0079071, .184882,-.06863,-.03550,  .051],[.0050418, .164341,-.04830,-.03910,  .043],$ 
 [.0031511, .146128,-.03315,-.03890,  .035],[.0019305, .130236,-.02220,-.03630,  .027],$ 
 [.0011592, .116515,-.01451,-.03250,  .020],[.0006823, .104739,-.00927,-.02820,  .015],$ 
 [.0003937, .094653,-.00578,-.02390,  .010],[.0002226, .086005,-.00352,-.02010,  .007],$ 
 [.0001234, .078565,-.00210,-.01670,  .005],[.0000671, .072129,-.00122,-.01380,  .003],$ 
 [.0000357, .066526,-.00070,-.01150,  .002],[.0000186, .061615,-.00039,-.00960,  .001],$ 
 [.0000095, .057281,-.00021,-.00800,  .001],[.0000048, .053430,-.00011,-.00680,  .000],$ 
 [.0000024, .049988,-.00006,-.00580,  .000],[.0000011, .046894,-.00003,-.00500,  .000],$ 
 [.0000005, .044098,-.00001,-.00430,  .000],[.0000002, .041561,-.00001,-.00370,  .000],$ 
 [.0000001, .039250,-.00000,-.00330,  .000],[.0000000, .035195, .00000,-.00257,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .031762, .00000,-.00205,  .000],[.0000000, .028824, .00000,-.00166,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .026288, .00000,-.00137,  .000],[.0000000, .024081, .00000,-.00113,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .022146, .00000,-.00095,  .000],[.0000000, .020441, .00000,-.00080,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .018929, .00000,-.00068,  .000],[.0000000, .017582, .00000,-.00059,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .016375, .00000,-.00051,  .000],[.0000000, .015291, .00000,-.00044,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .014312, .00000,-.00038,  .000],[.0000000, .013426, .00000,-.00034,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .012620, .00000,-.00030,  .000],[.0000000, .0118860, .0000,-.00026,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0112145, .0000,-.00023,  .000],[.0000000, .0105990, .0000,-.00021,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0100332, .0000,-.00019,  .000],[.0000000, .0095119, .0000,-.00017,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0090306, .0000,-.00015,  .000],[.0000000, .0085852, .0000,-.00013,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0081722, .0000,-.00012,  .000],[.0000000, .0077885, .0000,-.00011,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0074314, .0000,-.00010,  .000],[.0000000, .0070985, .0000,-.00009,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0067875, .0000,-.00008,  .000],[.0000000, .0064967, .0000,-.00008,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0062243, .0000,-.00007,  .000],[.0000000, .0059688, .0000,-.00007,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0057287, .0000,-.00006,  .000],[.0000000, .0055030, .0000,-.00006,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0052903, .0000,-.00005,  .000],[.0000000, .0050898, .0000,-.00005,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0049006, .0000,-.00004,  .000],[.0000000, .0047217, .0000,-.00004,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0045526, .0000,-.00004,  .000],[.0000000, .0043924, .0000,-.00003,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0042405, .0000,-.00003,  .000],[.0000000, .0040964, .0000,-.00003,  .000],$ 
 [.0000000, .0039595, .0000,-.00003,  .000]])) 
 

; interpolate function in vabs 
 
 whlt4=where(vabs lt 4.0 and vabs gt 0.0,ctlt4) 
 
 if ctlt4 gt 0 then begin 
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 ;if (vabs lt 4.0) then begin 
 ;space = 10.; 
 ;iv =  fix(vabs(whlt4)*10.); 
 ;v10 = ( double(iv) )/10.; 
 ;hh = h(iv,*) +space*(vabs -v10)*(h(iv+1,*) -h(iv,*)); 
 iv =  (vabs(whlt4)*10.); 
 hh=interpolate(h,iv,[0,1,2,3,4],/GRID) 
 answer(whlt4)=hh#[1,a,a*a,a^3,a^4] 
 endif 
 
 wheq0=where(vabs eq 0.0 ,cteq0) 
 
 if cteq0 gt 0 then begin 
 iv = fix(vabs(wheq0)); 
 answer(wheq0)=h(iv,*)#[1,a,a*a,a^3,a^4] 
 endif 
 
 whgt4=where(vabs ge 4.0 and vabs le 12.0,ctgt4) 
 
 if ctgt4 gt 0 then begin 
 ;space = 5.; 
 ;iv = fix( (vabs(whgt4)-4.0)*5. ) +40; 
 ;v10 = (double(iv) -40.)/5. +4.0; 
 ;hh = h(iv,*) +space*(vabs(whgt4) -v10)*(h(iv+1,*) -h(iv,*)); 
 iv = ( (vabs(whgt4)-4.0)*5. ) +40; 
 hh=interpolate(h,iv,[0,1,2,3,4],/GRID) 
 answer(whgt4)=hh#[1,a,a*a,a^3,a^4] 
 endif 
 
endif 
 
return,answer 
 
end 
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A.3 The Rachkovsky Function 
 
function rachk,v, a 
 
;RACHK - FUNCTION TO CALCULATE THE RACHKOVSKY FUNCTION. 
;THE TABLE IS FROM BECKERS, SOL. PHYS. 9, P372-386 (1969). 
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 v=double(v) 
 vabs = double(abs(v)) 
 answer=dblarr(n_elements(vabs)) 
 wheq0=where(vabs eq 0,cteq0) 
 whgt12=where(vabs gt 12,ctgt12) 
 whlt12=where(vabs le 12 and vabs gt 0.0,ctlt12) 
 ;print,cteq0,ctgt12,ctlt12,whgt12 
 
if cteq0 then answer(wheq0)=0.0 
if ctgt12 gt 0 then begin 
 temp=(0.2832/vabs(whgt12)  -a*a*0.3/(vabs(whgt12)^3)) 
 ;print,'temp=',temp 
 answer(whgt12)=v(whgt12)/vabs(whgt12)* temp 
 ;print,answer(whgt12) 
endif 
if ctlt12 gt 0 then begin 
 
; if (v eq 0.) then return,0. 
 
; if v greater than 12, use asymptotic formula 
 
; if (vabs gt 12.0) then return, v/vabs*0.2832/vabs -a*a*0.3/(vabs^3) 
 
; if (vabs le 12.0) then begin 
 
 r = [[.0000,  .0000,  .0000,  .0000],[.0560, -.0990,  .1113, -.0983],$ 
 [.1099, -.1922,  .2139, -.1870],[.1595, -.2742,  .3000, -.2577],$ 
 [.2031, -.3409,  .3638, -.3045],[.2395, -.3894,  .4018, -.3245],$ 
 [.2679, -.4186,  .4135, -.3181],[.2880, -.4288,  .4007, -.2888],$ 
 [.3002, -.4218,  .3673, -.2419],[.3051, -.4004,  .3186, -.1842],$ 
 [.3036, -.3679,  .2606, -.1226],[.2969, -.3280,  .1990, -.0634],$ 
 [.2862, -.2843,  .1390, -.0114],[.2727, -.2399,  .0844,  .0304],$ 
 [.2576, -.1972,  .0378,  .0605],[.2416, -.1581,  .0006,  .0790],$ 
 [.2256, -.1237, -.0269,  .0874],[.2102, -.0945, -.0456,  .0876],$ 
 [.1956, -.0705, -.0566,  .0818],[.1822, -.0514, -.0614,  .0723],$ 
 [.1700, -.0366, -.0617,  .0611],[.1590, -.0255, -.0589,  .0495],$ 
 [.1492, -.0174, -.0541,  .0387],[.1405, -.0116, -.0485,  .0293],$ 
 [.1328, -.0076, -.0426,  .0215],[.1259, -.0048, -.0369,  .0153],$ 
 [.1197, -.0030, -.0318,  .0106],[.1142, -.0018, -.0272,  .0071],$ 
 [.1092, -.0011, -.0233,  .0047],[.1047, -.0006, -.0200,  .0030],$ 
 [.1006, -.0004, -.0173,  .0019],[.0968, -.0002, -.0150,  .0011],$ 
 [.0934, -.0001, -.0131,  .0007],[.0902, -.0001, -.0115,  .0004],$ 
 [.0872, -.0000, -.0102,  .0002],[.0844, -.0000, -.0091,  .0001],$ 
 [.0818, -.0000, -.0081,  .0001],[.0794, -.0000, -.0073,  .0000],$ 
 [.0771, -.0000, -.0067,  .0000],[.0750,  .0000, -.0060,  .0000],$ 
 [.0730,  .0000, -.0055,  .0000],[.0711,  .0000, -.0051,  .0000],$ 
 [.0693,  .0000, -.0047,  .0000],[.0675,  .0000, -.0043,  .0000],$ 
 [.0659,  .0000, -.0039,  .0000],[.0644,  .0000, -.0037,  .0000],$ 
 [.0629,  .0000, -.0034,  .0000],[.0615,  .0000, -.0032,  .0000],$ 
 [.0601,  .0000, -.0030,  .0000],[.0589,  .0000, -.0027,  .0000],$ 
 [.0576,  .0000, -.0026,  .0000],[.0564,  .0000, -.0024,  .0000],$ 
 [.0553,  .0000, -.0023,  .0000],[.0542,  .0000, -.0021,  .0000],$ 
 [.0532,  .0000, -.0020,  .0000],[.0522,  .0000, -.0019,  .0000],$ 
 [.0512,  .0000, -.0018,  .0000],[.0503,  .0000, -.0017,  .0000],$ 
 [.0494,  .0000, -.0016,  .0000],[.0485,  .0000, -.0015,  .0000],$ 
 [.0477,  .0000, -.0014,  .0000],[.0469,  .0000, -.0013,  .0000],$ 
 [.0461,  .0000, -.0013,  .0000],[.0454,  .0000, -.0012,  .0000],$ 
 [.0446,  .0000, -.0012,  .0000],[.0439,  .0000, -.0011,  .0000],$ 
 [.0432,  .0000, -.0010,  .0000],[.0426,  .0000, -.0010,  .0000],$ 
 [.0419,  .0000, -.0010,  .0000],[.0413,  .0000, -.0009,  .0000],$ 
 [.0407,  .0000, -.0009,  .0000],[.0401,  .0000, -.0008,  .0000],$ 
 [.0396,  .0000, -.0008,  .0000],[.0390,  .0000, -.0008,  .0000],$ 
 [.0385,  .0000, -.0008,  .0000],[.0380,  .0000, -.0007,  .0000],$ 
 [.0374,  .0000, -.0007,  .0000],[.0370,  .0000, -.0007,  .0000],$ 
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 [.0365,  .0000, -.0006,  .0000],[.0360,  .0000, -.0006,  .0000],$ 
 [.0355,  .0000, -.0006,  .0000],[.0351,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],$ 
 [.0347,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],[.0342,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],$ 
 [.0338,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],[.0334,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],$ 
 [.0330,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],[.0326,  .0000, -.0005,  .0000],$ 
 [.0323,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],[.0319,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000]] 
 
 r2=[[.0315,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],[.0312,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],$ 
 [.0308,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],[.0305,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],$ 
 [.0302,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],[.0299,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],$ 
 [.0295,  .0000, -.0004,  .0000],[.0292,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],$ 
 [.0289,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],[.0286,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],$ 
 [.0284,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],[.0281,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],$ 
 [.0278,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],[.0275,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],$ 
 [.0273,  .0000, -.0003,  .0000],[.0270,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0267,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0265,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0262,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0260,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0258,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0255,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0253,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0251,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0248,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0246,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0244,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0242,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0240,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],[.0238,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000],$ 
 [.0236,  .0000, -.0002,  .0000]] 
 
 r=double(transpose([[r],[r2]])) 
 
; interpolate function in vabs 
 
 vabs=vabs(whlt12) 
 v=v(whlt12) 
 
; iv = fix(vabs*10.); 
; v10 = ( double(iv) )/10.; 
; rr = r(iv,*) +10.*(vabs -v10)*(r(iv+1,*) -r(iv,*)) 
 
 rr=interpolate(r,vabs*10.0,[0,1,2,3],/grid) 
 sum=rr#[1.0,a,a*a,a^3] 
 
; return value with correct sign 
 
; return , sum*v/vabs 
 
 answer(whlt12)= sum*v/vabs 
 
endif 
 
return,answer 
 
end 
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A.4 Dialog Select 
 
Dialog_Select is a function(widget) that the user select one of up to 8 choices. 
Here the choice of putting the plots on the screen or saving them as postscript- or  
encapsulated postscript files. 
 
PRO Dialog_Select_Events, event 
 Widget_Control, event.id, Get_UValue=selection 
 Widget_Control, event.top, Get_UValue=info,/No_Copy 
 done=0 
 
 CASE selection of 
 'BUTTON' : Begin 
     *info.pres = event.value 
     done=1 
 EndCase 
 ENDCASE 
 

if done then Widget_Control, event.top,/Destroy $ 
 else Widget_Control, event.top, Set_UValue=info,/No_Copy 
 
END 
;=================================================================== 
FUNCTION DIALOG_SELECT, s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8, $ 
 RETURN_INDEX=return_index, $ 
 NONEXCLUSIVE=nonexclusive, $ 
 TITLE=title,$ 
 Group_Leader=Group_Leader 
; 
;Dialog_Select is a widget that allows the user to select one of up to 8 choices. 
 
; Parameters: 
 
; s1-s8: The choices. These are character strings that are both 
;  used as the labels for the dialog buttons and the return 
;  value.  Only s1 and s2 are required. 
;Keywords: 
;RETURN_INDEX:  tells the function to return the numerical id of 
;  the selection.  Default is the string value of the 
;  selection. 
;NONEXCLUSIVE:  Allows more than one selection.  In this case, the 
;  return value is an array of strings or integer. 
;GROUP_LEADER: If called from a higher level widget you need to 
;  give its ID here. 
 
if Keyword_Set(Return_Index) then rind=1 else rind=0 
 
if Keyword_Set(NonExclusive) then nonex=1 else nonex=0 
 
if N_ELEMENTS(title) eq 0 then title='Dialog Select Widget' 
 
if N_Elements(group_leader) EQ 0 $ 
 then tlb=Widget_Base(Title=title, COLUMN=1,scr_xsize=250, scr_ysize=75, $ 

/Base_Align_Center, xoffset=800, yoffset=510) $ 
 else tlb=Widget_Base(Title=title, COLUMN=1,scr_xsize=250, scr_ysize=75, $ 
 group_Leader=group_leader, /MODAL, /FLOATING, $ 
 /Base_Align_Center, xoffset=800, yoffset=510) 
 
s=[s1,s2] 
 
if N_Elements(s3) NE 0 then begin 
 s=[s,s3] 
 
 if N_Elements(s4) NE 0 then begin 
 s=[s,s4] 
 
 if N_Elements(s5) NE 0 then begin 
 s=[s,s5] 
 
 if N_Elements(s6) NE 0 then begin 
 s=[s,s6] 
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 if N_Elements(s7) NE 0 then begin 
 s=[s,s7] 
 
 if N_Elements(s8) NE 0 then s=[s,s8] 
 
 endif 
 
 endif 
 
 endif 
 
 endif 
 
endif 
 
res = CW_BGroup(tlb,s,ROW=1, UValue='BUTTON', NonExclusive=nonex, Button_UValue=s, Return_Index=rind) 
pres=Ptr_New(res) 
info = {pres : pres} 
 
Widget_Control, tlb, /REALIZE, Set_UValue=info 
 
XManager, 'Dialog Select',tlb, Event_Handler='Dialog_Select_Events' 
 
res = *pres 
 
RETURN, res 
 
END 
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